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Abstract: As the RF communication on 18650 Li-ion cell level has not been reported due to its chal-
lenges and constrains, in this work, a valid wireless data link is demonstrated in an enclosed empty
metal shell at 868 MHz and 2.4 GHz based on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. The experimental tests are
carried out using two generic unturned radiative structures, a wire loop fitted inside a cell shell, and
an open terminal sub miniature version A (SMA), subsequently oriented vertically and horizontally
relative to the ground plane. Based on signal strength indicator, bit error rate, and packet error rate,
the test characterized a payload of 120 bytes at the highest speed of 150 kbps and 250 kbps supported
by the IEEE 802.15.4 for the two communication frequencies. A MATLAB simulation is used in paral-
lel to determine the three-dimensional radiative pattern of the two structures, whereas a three-ray
model for multipath range propagation is implemented to complete the empirical experiments. It was
demonstrated through testing communication of up to 10 m for both operating frequencies, proving
the concept of wireless cell communication within short ranges, an essential feature for monitoring
the health of each cell inside future electric vehicles (EVs).

Keywords: power line communication; 868 MHz; 2.4 GHz; Li-ion; battery; smart cell; wireless

1. Introduction
1.1. Health Monitoring in Energy Storage

Several factors account for the success of Li-ion rechargeable batteries, including the
rise in demand for electric mobility (e-mobility) and grid energy storage for alternative
power sources. Although use of the battery is an environmentally friendly and safe strategy,
abusing the technology to the extreme usage may pose a health risk due to possible exposure
to its hazardous chemical substances. Therefore, increasing efforts are made to control
and monitor the technology by various implementations of Battery Management Systems
(BMSs). With emphasis on reducing the overall weight and complexity in e-mobility, BMS
technology adopts power line communication (PLC) [1–3], wireless monitoring [4–7] and
hybrid techniques combining both methods [8]. Figure 1 illustrates the current research
focus on BMS communication related to the rechargeable battery sub-hierarchical levels
and the potential connected e-mobility representative loads.

BMS communication goes in hand with the growing interest in embedding sensors
and in-situ cell monitoring. These range from various standard measurements such as
voltage, current and temperature [9] to the mapping of light levels through advanced optical
chromatic sensors [10,11] for preventing thermal runaway [12,13] or for battery state-of-
health (SOH) diagnosis [14–16]. One of the major advantages of low-level monitoring at the
cell level is the state-of-the-art demonstrated possibility of faster charging for current Li-ion
batteries [17,18] or possible access to thermal modulation required for new fast-charging
cells [19].
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Figure 1. Battery monitoring system (BMS) research objectives. 

The wireless battery monitoring as a small network has been successfully demon-
strated for 900 MHz [20] or 2.4 GHz [21,22] placing the RF transceiver outside the battery 
cell’s structure. However, wireless transmission from inside a small factor cell’s metal en-
closure such as the ones encountered in 18650 (18 mm diameter), 21,700 (21 mm diameter) 
and 26,650 (26 mm diameter) models, requires more preliminary testing steps than for the 
plastic enclosures used in pouch and lead–acid batteries. A recent study demonstrates a 
wireless transmission data link by embedding inside a 21,700 cell the sensors and trans-
ceiver circuitry illustrating the potential and advantages of remotely reading data during 
cell’s cycling tests [23]. To the best of the author’s knowledge, a study investigating a pos-
sible wireless range for building a link budget that leads towards future network imple-
mentation has not been found despite acknowledging the usefulness of such a remote 
management approach. Moreover, due to its constrained space on millimetre scale be-
tween the cell’s top lid and sandwiched electrode, the antenna placed inside the cell is 
coupling with the metal enclosure. As all embedded RF circuits transmitting on the mi-
crowave spectrum and below will experience the same phenomenon, it will be also of 
interest to examine the radiation pattern by means of electromagnetic simulation since it 
has not been examined in prior studies. 

1.2. Contribution and Paper Organization 
In light of previous research that demonstrated various wireless data links [24,25] 

utilizing platforms external situated on different battery’s architecture level such as cells, 
packs, modules and batteries [5,6,20,25–28], this study will investigate the possibility of 
establishing a viable data link by transmitting from within an 18650-cell shell. Addition-
ally, since examples of RF transceivers being used within a restrictive metal enclosure 
have been reported in both the communication [29,30] and radio location [31] domains, 
this study’s scenario proposes a challenging but realistic perspective. In this experiment, 
the selected frequencies of 868 MHz and 2.4 GHz will be tested on a range of 1 m up to 10 
m using two types of radiative structures inside an 18650-cell shell: sub miniature version 
A (SMA) connector and a wire loop. Furthermore, the test will be conducted at close range 
of 0.1 m–0.2 m of a reflective surface emulating a mobile platform’s battery environment, 
with the radiative cell oriented vertically and then horizontally in relation to the surface. 
The tri-dimensional (3D) radiation pattern from insertion of antenna inside the cell’s shell 
will be visualized using a MATLAB electromagnetic simulation, whereas the experi-
mental test results will be validated using RF modelling. 

Towards the development of a network communication demonstrator based on 
smart cells, preliminary studies such as this one are essential, where simplifications and 
system-specific lab tests required lead to more advanced technological readiness levels 
(TRL) [32,33]. In Figure 2, we highlight briefly the particular case of a smart cylindrical Li-
ion cell to be developed in the next TLR stage once we have proven that wireless commu-
nication can be successfully implemented inside a metal enclosed shell. The work’s met-
rics such as transmission range, frequency, data rate, payload derived from the received 
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The wireless battery monitoring as a small network has been successfully demon-
strated for 900 MHz [20] or 2.4 GHz [21,22] placing the RF transceiver outside the battery
cell’s structure. However, wireless transmission from inside a small factor cell’s metal
enclosure such as the ones encountered in 18650 (18 mm diameter), 21,700 (21 mm diam-
eter) and 26,650 (26 mm diameter) models, requires more preliminary testing steps than
for the plastic enclosures used in pouch and lead–acid batteries. A recent study demon-
strates a wireless transmission data link by embedding inside a 21,700 cell the sensors and
transceiver circuitry illustrating the potential and advantages of remotely reading data
during cell’s cycling tests [23]. To the best of the author’s knowledge, a study investigating
a possible wireless range for building a link budget that leads towards future network
implementation has not been found despite acknowledging the usefulness of such a remote
management approach. Moreover, due to its constrained space on millimetre scale between
the cell’s top lid and sandwiched electrode, the antenna placed inside the cell is coupling
with the metal enclosure. As all embedded RF circuits transmitting on the microwave
spectrum and below will experience the same phenomenon, it will be also of interest to
examine the radiation pattern by means of electromagnetic simulation since it has not been
examined in prior studies.

1.2. Contribution and Paper Organization

In light of previous research that demonstrated various wireless data links [24,25]
utilizing platforms external situated on different battery’s architecture level such as cells,
packs, modules and batteries [5,6,20,25–28], this study will investigate the possibility of
establishing a viable data link by transmitting from within an 18650-cell shell. Additionally,
since examples of RF transceivers being used within a restrictive metal enclosure have
been reported in both the communication [29,30] and radio location [31] domains, this
study’s scenario proposes a challenging but realistic perspective. In this experiment, the
selected frequencies of 868 MHz and 2.4 GHz will be tested on a range of 1 m up to 10 m
using two types of radiative structures inside an 18650-cell shell: sub miniature version A
(SMA) connector and a wire loop. Furthermore, the test will be conducted at close range
of 0.1 m–0.2 m of a reflective surface emulating a mobile platform’s battery environment,
with the radiative cell oriented vertically and then horizontally in relation to the surface.
The tri-dimensional (3D) radiation pattern from insertion of antenna inside the cell’s shell
will be visualized using a MATLAB electromagnetic simulation, whereas the experimental
test results will be validated using RF modelling.

Towards the development of a network communication demonstrator based on smart
cells, preliminary studies such as this one are essential, where simplifications and system-
specific lab tests required lead to more advanced technological readiness levels (TRL) [32,33].
In Figure 2, we highlight briefly the particular case of a smart cylindrical Li-ion cell to
be developed in the next TLR stage once we have proven that wireless communication
can be successfully implemented inside a metal enclosed shell. The work’s metrics such
as transmission range, frequency, data rate, payload derived from the received signal
strength indicator (RSSI), bit error rate (BER) and packet error rate (PER), provides possible
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fundamental references for studies addressing similar structural functionality. In contrast,
the constructed legacy will support and reinforce future laborious development efforts,
such as PCB design, electrolyte-resisting coating, encapsulation inside a cell, and testing
within a compact network for accessibility and reliability.
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The work presented in this article is organised in four main sections. The introduction
explains the study’s background and motivation. The second section presents the method-
ology, instruments, systems interconnectivity and characteristics. In this methodology
section, the RF experimental ranging setup is accompanied by a MATLAB simulation
which provides complementary data regarding the 3D resulted radiative elements and
laboratory propagation profile based on a three-ray model. Based on simulations and
empirical results, the third section discusses the results and the potential implications of
data variation. The final section concludes with a summary of the study’s findings and a
list of possible benefits.

2. Methodology
2.1. Experimental Setup

An experimental measurement of the spatial range will be carried out using a TI
evaluation RF kit SMARTRF TRXEBK [30], which includes the wireless transceivers on
868 MHz CC1200 [34] and on 2.4 GHz CC2520 [35]. Both the transmitter (Tx) and receiver
(Rx) ends will be controlled using a laptop running TI’s SmartRF Studio 7 [36]. By using a
single RF kit for the two different operating frequencies, the results will be consistent on
both hardware and software levels.

Since the purpose of our RF experiment is to evaluate the possibility of communication
from within an 18650 Li-ion battery cell, we selected the conditions that are opposite of
those that are most favourable to illustrate our hypothesis:

• An empty metal shell is constructed from nickel-plated cold-rolled steel, which is also
used for the full Li-ion cell [37], including every element of its geometry.

• The radiative structures placed inside the cell’s metal shell, such as the SMA connector
and the wire loop, are generic and not tuned or optimised for the specific selected
frequencies of 868 MHz and 2.4 GHz.

• Using GFSK modulation on IEEE 802.15.4, a large payload of 120 bytes is transmitted
with Tx power set to 0 dBm one hundred times at each test point, whereas employing
the highest data rate supported by the utilised communication standard of 150 kbps
for 868 MHz and 250 kbps for 2.4 GHz [38].

The non-optimal transmission test was designed so that if passed, under more op-
timised scenarios such as using detailed antenna and RF circuitry design and possible
lower data rates and payloads, implementation will only need to support large network
coexistence and data management.

Additionally, to prepare for the challenging environment that may be encountered
when the cells are deployed inside a vehicle’s battery compartment, the wireless cell was
tested vertically and horizontally at the laboratory’s concrete floor level. Under the SMA
ends, a round, conductive flexible copper disk was positioned on top of a cardboard support
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to emulate the internal construction of such cells. The wire loop used alternatively with the
SMA in the experiments presents a 9 mm radius and 0.3 mm thickness.

An illustration of the used materials, structure and their dimensions is presented in
Figure 3, whereas the experimental setup is shown in Figure 4, indicating the variable
receiving points between 1 and 10 m, the subsequent connections to go through all the
scenarios and the internal cell configuration used in the tests. In light of a potential electric
vehicle transport scenario, the first 1 to 5 m range is of primary importance when analysing
the empirical wireless range test. The mentioned range interval may prove useful internally
for in-situ monitoring or for remote interrogation using proximity in cases where the
process of recharging is based on separate infrastructure.
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Figure 3. Experimental test systems used for 868 MHz and 2.4 GHz communication range testing
inside the laboratory. The copper conductive surface/disk is fixed on a circular foam support which
provides flexibility when inserted in the cell after previous SMA definitive positioning. Cardboard is
used to raise the copper to the bottom of the SMA without touching it.
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Figure 4. Experimental test setup for 868 MHz and 2.4 GHz communication range testing inside the
laboratory. The radiative structure of an 18650 Li-ion shell vertical and horizontal oriented versus
the ground plane is showed for the transmitter part (Tx), whereas the receiving unit (Rx) equipped
with a standard antenna tuned for the communication frequencies is moved and interchanged
subsequently accordingly.
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2.2. Simulation Setup

In this experiment, three-dimensional (3D) radiation pattern simulation is employed
to determine the radiative characteristics of the SMA open ended and the wire loop when
inserted inside a restricted reflective space, such as the 18650 metal shell. The simulation
accounts for the effects of ground planes by including a large surface of 2 m by 2 m, whereas
the reflections are maximised by considering the simulation materials as perfect electrical
conductors (PECs). The focus of the simulation is to show the phenomena that may occur
when employing similar radiative designs, however, since the radiative structures have not
been specifically designed for the operating frequencies, their surface current distribution,
impedances and voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) are not key factors to be highlighted
in testing.

As a preliminary simulation measure before conducting the more complex 3D radiation
pattern involving the cell structure and the reflective plane, the SMA connector and the wire
loop attached to the SMA were implemented and tested separately before being attached
to the cell’s shell structure, Figure 5. The azimuth and elevation planes in polar plots for
both structures are illustrated in order to demonstrate that they act as described in classical
RF literature. Three-dimensional representations of their attachment to the metal shell are
shown separately in Figure 5A,B, whereas the additional connection to the SMA connector
(i.e., closing the circuit between SMA’s central pin and external housing) to accommodate
the RF simulation excitation point is shown in Figure 5C.
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path loss (FSPL) model [39]; however, it excludes the multipath effects. The secondary 
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be modelled as shooting and bouncing rays (SBR) with the Two-ray model [40,41]. This 
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Figure 5. MATLAB RF test setup initial azimuth and elevation planes polar plots for 868 MHz and
2.4 GHz communication with the SMA as radiative element (A), the wire loop connected to the
SMA (B) and the modification on the 3D design for the SMA to insert the simulation RF excitation
source (C). Since the radiation pattern for dipole and loop antenna are resembling in shape with a
torus while 90◦ offset from each other, the azimuth (az) plane for SMA is similar with the elevation
(el) plane for the loop.

Radio line of sight (LOS) propagation can be numerically modelled by the free space
path loss (FSPL) model [39]; however, it excludes the multipath effects. The secondary
ground reflections at equal incident and reflective angles, including the FSPL model, can
be modelled as shooting and bouncing rays (SBR) with the Two-ray model [40,41]. This
model can then serve as a reference for derived multi-ray analysis, such as the Three-ray
model [42], which accounts the ceiling reflection as well. Moreover, since the 3D ray tracing
is subjective and highly sensitive to its shooting ray source model [43], Figure 6 shows the
geometrically derived relationships [39] between the Two-ray model and the Three-ray
implementation based on this study case:
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where R is the reflection coefficient for ground Rground and ceiling Rceiling, including the
ray’s incidence associated angles α and β, εr is the material relative electric permittivity,
d1–3 is the ray path for each of the three casted rays (i.e., r1, r2 and r3), ∆ϕ1–3 is the phase
difference derived from ray’s distance and wavelength λ, Pr is the received power, Pt is the
transmit power, Gt1–3 and Gr1–3 are the Tx and Rx antenna, respectively, gains for the three
casted rays (i.e., r1, r2 and r3).

When computing the numerical values of (1)–(4), the following assumptions have
been made: as the ground plane and the ceiling for the measurement setup are made from
concrete, εr was set to the same value as suggested in [44]; using geometrical calculation
methods in (2), ray paths can be predicted based on elevations of the Tx and Rx antennas
from ground, such as 0.1–0.2 m, and room height h of 3.5 m, h11 = h–h1 and h22 = h–h2;
considering the total separation distance between Tx and Rx is greater than the antenna
heights, the signal phase difference ∆ϕ from (2) can be expressed as a truncation of Taylor’s
series [34]; since the simulation serves as a reference for the experimental results, the
transmitting and receiving gains Gt and Gr that are provided by the exact alignment of the
radiation pattern with the incoming signal are all considered equal with one, whereas the
transmitting power Pt value is 1 mW.

In addition, the three terms of the sum in (4) can be identified as the free-space path
loss (FSPL) added to the Two-ray flat ground reflection, with the final inclusion of the
Three-ray flat ceiling reflection. The reflection coefficient computed and shown in Figure 6B
provides an initial insight regarding the Three-ray simulation. The influence of the ground
and ceiling are similar up to 1 m for both polarisations, whereas above that point the ceiling
reflection dominates.
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where R is the reflection coefficient for ground Rground and ceiling Rceiling, including the ray’s 
incidence associated angles α and β, εr is the material relative electric permittivity, d1–3 is 
the ray path for each of the three casted rays (i.e., r1, r2 and r3), Δφ1–3 is the phase differ-
ence derived from ray’s distance and wavelength λ, Pr is the received power, Pt is the 
transmit power, Gt1–3 and Gr1–3 are the Tx and Rx antenna, respectively, gains for the three 
casted rays (i.e., r1, r2 and r3). 

When computing the numerical values of (1)–(4), the following assumptions have 
been made: as the ground plane and the ceiling for the measurement setup are made from 
concrete, εr was set to the same value as suggested in [44]; using geometrical calculation 
methods in (2), ray paths can be predicted based on elevations of the Tx and Rx antennas 
from ground, such as 0.1–0.2 m, and room height h of 3.5 m, h11 = h–h1 and h22 = h–h2; con-
sidering the total separation distance between Tx and Rx is greater than the antenna 
heights, the signal phase difference ∆φ from (2) can be expressed as a truncation of Tay-
lor’s series [34]; since the simulation serves as a reference for the experimental results, the 
transmitting and receiving gains Gt and Gr that are provided by the exact alignment of the 
radiation pattern with the incoming signal are all considered equal with one, whereas the 
transmitting power Pt value is 1 mW. 

In addition, the three terms of the sum in (4) can be identified as the free-space path 
loss (FSPL) added to the Two-ray flat ground reflection, with the final inclusion of the 
Three-ray flat ceiling reflection. The reflection coefficient computed and shown in Figure 
6B provides an initial insight regarding the Three-ray simulation. The influence of the 
ground and ceiling are similar up to 1 m for both polarisations, whereas above that point 
the ceiling reflection dominates. 

 
Figure 6. MATLAB signal attenuation simulation by using the Three-ray and Free space models for 
868 MHz and 2.4 GHz for following the scenario described in (A), resulting in a computed reflection 
coefficient versus distance for the concrete ground and ceiling such illustrated in (B). 

Figure 6. MATLAB signal attenuation simulation by using the Three-ray and Free space models for
868 MHz and 2.4 GHz for following the scenario described in (A), resulting in a computed reflection
coefficient versus distance for the concrete ground and ceiling such illustrated in (B).

In this electromagnetic (EM) simulation, the MATLAB R2021b cross-disciplinary
platform was selected due to its RF toolboxes providing the default tools for importing
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an external 3D computer-aided design (CAD) of an antenna and analysing it with various
solvers depending on the electrical size of the scenario. As the overall scenario implemented
through the radiative cell’s shell as an antenna on top of a large reflective platform of 2 m
by 2 m delivered a mesh of more than 12,000 triangular faces, the method of moments
(MoM) combined with physical optics (PO) was selected. The MoM-PO solver provided
the best balance between simulation time i.e., approximatively 30 min each frequency
and orientation scenario on a moderate computing platform equipped with a four-core
processor Xeon E5-1620 V2 running at 3.7 GHz and 32 GB of RAM. Therefore, due to
MATLAB platform selection, the 3D RF simulation enable the simulation run on an average
personal computer (PC) configuration, reducing expenses incurred by the acquisition of
dedicated RF software packages or custom hardware.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Empirical Experimental Results

The results obtained for the field tests ranging from 1 m to 10 m for the cell’s shell’s
radiative patterns at 868 MHz and 2.4 GHz, when the cells were vertically and horizontally
oriented toward the reflective ground plane, are shown in Figures 7 and 8. According to
the graphs, the communication link behaviour indicates a better link at lower frequencies,
supporting the theoretical simulation results. Due to its larger size and proximity to the top
lid opening, the wire loop structure performs better than the open SMA terminal.
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−90 dBm for 868 MHz and −95 dBm for 2.4 GHz. Due to the fixed test points and integer 
metric system, small variations in signal amplitude at receiving locations can be attributed 
to the signal’s max and min relative to its spatial wavelength. 

Figure 7. Experimental measurements received signal strength indicator (RSSI), bit error rate (BER)
and packet error rate (PER) for 868 MHz and 2.4 GHz communication over the 1 m up to 10 m
separation between the two RF transceivers. The radiative cell’s shell is in vertical orientation
towards the ground plane.

The results show no difference between the vertical and horizontal shell orientation
of the cells within the interest range of 1 m to 5 m: in both frequency cases, the signal
decreased close to the 3 m test point while displaying an ascending tendency to around
−90 dBm for 868 MHz and −95 dBm for 2.4 GHz. Due to the fixed test points and integer
metric system, small variations in signal amplitude at receiving locations can be attributed
to the signal’s max and min relative to its spatial wavelength.
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Figure 8. Experimental measurements received signal strength indicator (RSSI), bit error rate (BER)
and packet error rate (PER) for 868 MHz and 2.4 GHz communication over the 1 m up to 10 m
separation between the two RF transceivers. The radiative cell’s shell is in horizontal orientation
towards the ground plane.

The 2.4 GHz communication encounters non-null BER and/or PER on all test ranges.
The scenario, however, is not different from what might be corrected by simple acknowl-
edgement and retransmission protocols. More than half of the 100 sent packages reached
their destination intact, with the exception of the 4 m position on SMA in a vertical orienta-
tion, where the BER is slightly higher.

Although 868 MHz communication is a more suitable option for communication, it
may be regulated through international standards at certain duty-cycle active times on
certain channels [40,41], contrary to 2.4 GHz, which benefits from no on-air restrictions.
In addition, since 868 MHz covers a wider range than 2.4 GHz with lower attenuation, it
may require more resources at vehicle level for compliance with the current standards in
terms of EMC/EMI. Accordingly, both tested operating frequencies are appropriate for
battery cell level communication, although each one presents different advantages and
challenges [45].

3.2. Simulation Results

The results obtained for the 3D radiation pattern of the cell’s shell radiative structures
at 868 MHz and 2.4 GHz at vertical and horizontal orientation towards the reflective ground
plane are displayed in Figures 9 and 10, respectively. One primary difference between the
two communication frequencies is that 868 MHz exhibits fewer influences from the ground
plane in both orientations, with a vertical polarisation pattern approaching a torus, whereas
2.4 GHz exhibits a furrow lobe profile. The proximity to the ground plane is reflected in the
effects on the RX station as interference and short-range transmission detection.
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Figure 9. MATLAB 3D radiation pattern simulation for the cell’s shell radiative structure integrating
the SMA and the wired loop for 868 MHz and 2.4 GHz over the ground plane in a vertical orientation.
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Figure 10. MATLAB 3D radiation pattern simulation for the cell’s shell radiative structure integrating
the SMA and the wired loop for 868 MHz and 2.4 GHz over the ground plane in a horizontal orientation.

With the cell orientated horizontally compared with the ground plane, there is a higher
coupling with the plane than the vertical configuration, both communication frequencies
undergoing furrow lobe profiles while their horizontal maxima is rotated 90 degrees
from the precedent set. The presence of the highly irregular profile at Tx i.e., multiple
lobes and nulls, will manifest at Rx by inducing shadowing effects when the receiving
station’s orientation will align an area between the Tx lobes. As a consequence of the 3D
radiative profile showing a more regular distribution of intensity in vertical orientation
compared with horizontal, the first assumption is that vertical orientation will support
better reception of signals. However, as confirmed by experimental and further three-ray
propagation model, the signal variation is more dependent on the maxima-minima fields
recorded for each simulation and the resulting lobe positions rather than the radiation
profile uniformity or smoothness.

Based on the Three-ray model for the two communication frequencies shown in
Figure 11, the vertical and horizontal polarization simulated by the model are in agreement
with other previous studies examining similar settings, such as experiments inside concrete
tunnels [46] or buildings [47]. The FSPL line plot defines the simulation upper limit while
the maxima and minima of the Three-ray model known as multipath fading define the
lower bound. Since the 2.4 GHz frequency wavelength is approximatively 2.8 times smaller
than for 868 MHz, the number of signal distortions due reflections is larger than for the
latter case.
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Figure 11. MATLAB signal attenuation simulation by using the Three-Ray and Free space models for
868 MHz (A), and 2.4 GHz (B), between the concrete ground.

When plotting the experimental RSSI averaged values over the propagation simulation
results, it can be observed that some values for both investigated frequencies exceed the
FSPL line. For the above high values, since the simulation does not include any gain
above units derived from antenna position alignment, the Tx and Rx positions should be
assumed under optimised alignment. Although for the empirical measurements, the metric
distance increased with a 1 m step did not account for the multipath fading, a possible
Tx-Rx positioning optimisation can be achieved by following the Thee-ray pattern for
which the spatial step is set to one tenth of the wavelength.

4. Conclusions and Further Work

In this study, we demonstrated through empirical experimentation that wireless com-
munication can be accomplished down to the difficult level of the 18650-cell constrained-
space metal enclosure while delivering useful ranges for e-mobility platforms. The two
communication frequencies of 868 MHz and 2.4 GHz are shown to support data links up
to 10 m, despite the fact that the radiative structures used to demonstrate these properties
were not specifically adjusted for this application. This information is fundamental for link
budget calculations for a compact smart cell network implementation and deployment.
This work may also serve as a reference point for applications that use embedded antennas
within similar restrictive metal enclosures.

By using the 3D MATLAB simulation, it was possible to illustrate how microwave
antennas would be affected by small restrictive metal environments, such as the 18650-cell
shell. Through simulation, it has been found that when radiative elements are packed
together, they will couple, changing the initial individual radiative elements radiation pat-
tern. Smart cells packed in a dense battery network may encounter the same phenomenon,
resulting in a wireless-wired hybrid communication method based on both radiative and
conductive propagation. The good agreement between the discrete experimental and
the three-ray simulation values for the tested general radiative elements makes multi-ray
models a promising choice for link budget calculations with applications in wireless battery
management systems used in e-mobility.

As this study demonstrates an available range up to 10 m for a common low power
868 MHz or 2.4 GHz RF transceiver enclosed inside a smart cell potentially used in vehicular
transportation, indirect usage of the technology for traffic monitoring, parking occupancy,
car classification, etc., may be explored and exploited in future applications.

Research such as this is critical for future implementations of wireless BMS technology
at the cell level, which will deliver the capability of fast charging and improved safety
while providing additional indirect benefits through infrastructure sensing in the future
smart cities.
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